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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0219060A2] A security device for a motor vehicle, with a portable transmitter for a radio transmitted ode signal and with a receiver in the
motor vehicle, possesses essentially the following elements: The transmitter, whenever actuated, varies its code signal in a reproducible way. In
the motor vehicle, this code signal is compared with an expected code signal and with a number of code signals following this. These code signals
are determined according to the law of formation from the code signal critical for the preceding comparison. If the code signal received does not
correspond to one of the code signals from this number of code signals, a second comparison is carried out. For this, a second code signal emitted
by the transmitter and hanged according to the law of formation in relation to the first code signal transmitted and one or more code signals are
compared with one another. The latter are likewise obtained according to the law of formation from the first code signal received. It is thus possible,
even when there is a lack of synchronism between the transmitter and motor vehicle, to make it possible for the authorised user to us the motor
vehicle.
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